Find more resources at ManitobaMuseum.ca/dome-at-home !
DOME@HOME is sponsored by the Province of Manitoba’s Safe At Home program.

The constellations: The constellations will all appear the same relative to each other, and will
appear in roughly the same palce each night for a week or so after the chart’s listed date, if you go
outside at the same time as listed on the chart.
If you go outside later than the chart’s listed time, the constellations will have moved relative to
the horizon and the directions. Stars in most of the sky start low in the east, rise up higher into
the south, and then set in the west, much like the sun and moon do. If you are outside within a
couple of hours after the chart’s listed time, you can expect the following general changes:
 constellations on the EAST map will have moved up and to the right;
 constellations on the SOUTH map will have moved to the right;
 constellations on the WEST map will have moved down and to the right;
 Stars on the NORTH map will appear to circle around the North Star in a counterclockwise rotation.

The Planets: will move slightly over the course of a couple of weeks, but will be roughly in the
same spot marked on the map.

The Moon: The Moon is in a different place in the sky every night. Because of this, there will be a
date listed beside the moon, so you can tell where it will be on the night you are observing. Ignore
the other moon images with different dates!

USING THE CHART AT DIFFERENT TIMES & DATES: Everything in the sky appears to move
over time, but you can still use these charts for the next couple of weeks after the chart’s listed
date. A few things will change if you go outside at a different time or date:

TO USE THE ZENITH CHART: The zenith is the point directly overhead. To use this chart, hold it
up over your head, and then rotate it until the direction arrows point towards the appropriate
directions.

TO USE THE NORTH/SOUTH/EAST/WEST CHARTS: Face the direction that is listed at the
bottom of the chart. The curved line is the horizon—the ground level. (Note that if you have
buildings or trees nearby, they will stick up into the star map and may block some of the lower
constellations.) The top of each chart is about 2/3 of the way up the sky.

Each star chart is created for a specific time and date, to match the show it relates to. You can
still use the chart for the next week or so, as long as you go outside at about the same time of
night the chart is for.

These star charts will help you find many of the objects
discussed in the show, and many more besides!
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Facing North on February 25, 2021 at 7:00 pm Central Standard Time from southern Manitoba.
Find instructions and more resources at ManitobaMuseum.CA/Dome-at-Home
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Facing East on February 25, 2021 at 7:00 pm Central Standard Time from southern Manitoba.
Find instructions and more resources at ManitobaMuseum.CA/Dome-at-Home
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The Orion Nebula—
visible as “fuzzy star”
to unaided eye
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Facing South on February 25, 2021 at 7:00 pm Central Standard Time from southern Manitoba.
Find instructions and more resources at ManitobaMuseum.CA/Dome-at-Home
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Facing West on February 25, 2021 at 7:00 pm Central Standard Time from southern Manitoba.
Find instructions and more resources at ManitobaMuseum.CA/Dome-at-Home
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Looking straight up on February 25, 2021 at
7:00 pm Central Standard Time from southern
Manitoba.
Find instructions and more resources at
ManitobaMuseum.CA/Dome-at-Home
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